MODEL ROCKETS

P.T.S. SHAMAN
The P.T.S. Shaman is a patrol transport ship of the American Alliance in the late twenty first century. Specifications: Length: 16" Dia.: 2.3" MMT: 24mm Wt: 9oz Recommended Motors: D12-5, E15-7

O.G.M. ROANOKE
The O.G.M. Roanoke is an Orbital Gunship/Minelayer of the American Alliance in the late 21st century. Specifications: Length: 25" Dia.: 2.5" MMT: (2) 24mm Wt: 20oz Recommended Motors: (2) D12-5, (2) E15-7, (2) E30-7

GALACTIC MARAUDER
Loaded with excessive firepower, the Galactic Marauder is the preferred warship of privateers. Specifications: Length: 24" Dia.: 2.5" MMT: 24mm Wt: 9oz Recommended Motors: D12-5, E15-7, E30-7

PUSH
Push is a versatile little sport rocket that is great for clustering or single motors. Specifications: Length: 28" Dia.: 2.25" MMT: (1) D12-5 and (3) D11-P, (1) E30-7 and (3) D11-P

K-1
Based off of a 1930's Russian atomic rocket this kit invokes fond memories of those classic 1960's sci-fi shows. Specifications: Length: 21.25" Dia.: 2.5" MMT: 24mm Wt: 10oz Recommended Motors: D12-5, E15-7
ADVANCED MODEL ROCKETS

RING LEADER
The Ring Leader is a large diameter high stability sport rocket with a large base ring that has the added bonus of producing a sharp whistle.
Specifications: Length: 24.75" Dia.: 3" MMT: 29mm Wt: 20oz Recommended Motors: F40-6, F62-6, F80-6, G40-10, G80-10

TD89-DRAKE / TM89-MALLET
This interesting kit can be built as either the TM89-Mallet tactical missile or the TD89-Drake target drone.
Specifications: Length: 32.5" Dia.: 2.5" MMT: 29mm Wt: 24oz Recommended Motors: F40-6, F62-4, F80-6, G40-7, G80-7

THUNDERWELL EXPRESS
This is a smaller version of our popular large kit, dedicated to the project which launched the first man made object into orbit and beyond.
Specifications: Length: 33.75" Dia.: 2.14" MMT: 29mm Wt: 28oz Recommended Motors: F40-6, F62-6, F80-6, G40-10, G80-10

F104 STARFIGHTER
Nicknamed "The missile with a man in it", this scale model of the F104 will attract attention wherever it is flown.
Specifications: Length: 39" Dia.: 3" MMT: 29mm Wt: 34oz Recommended Motors: G40-6, G80-7

HYPERSONIC TRANSPORT
For those quick trips to the moon or just the other side of the planet, the Hypersonic Transport will get you there in style.
Specifications: Length: 33" Dia.: 3" MMT: 29mm Wt: 28oz Recommended Motors: G40-6, G80-7

CENTAURUS
The Centaurus is a hall back to those future ideas from yesteryears. This is one of those kits that is as fun to build as it is to fly.
Specifications: Length: 39.5" Dia.: 2.5" MMT: 29mm Wt: 30oz Recommended Motors: F40-6, F62-6, F80-6, G40-7, G80-7
HIGH POWER ROCKETS

**MEGA K-1**
This kit is a scale up of our popular smaller kit which is based off of a 1980's Russian atomic rocket.
Specifications: Length: 33" Dia.: 4" MMT: 38mm Wt:36oz
Recommended Motors: G80-10, H90-12, H132-12

**SWARM**
With a single 38mm mount and eight 24mm mounts the Swarm can handle all those large clusters that you dream about.
Specifications: Length: 43" Dia: 4" MMT: (1) 38mm and (8) 24mm Wt:36oz
Recommended Motors: G80-4, G80-7 and (8)D11-P, H90-10 and (9)D11-P, H132-10 and (6)D11-P

**GTX**
The GTX is the perfect beginning high power rocket, that can handle a variety of motors.
Specifications: Length: 34" Dia: 3" MMT: 54mm Wt:27oz
Recommended Motors: G80, H70, 1161, 168
LIMITED EDITION KITS

These are custom made on order kits. Allow 4-6 weeks for delivery.

MEGA GALACTIC MARAUDER

This limited edition kit is a scale up of our popular smaller kit and with over a foot and a half of wingspan it is sure to demand attention.
Specifications: Length: 51.5" Dia.: 5.5" MMT: 54mm Wt: 8lb Recommended Motors: I211-6, J275-10

THUNDERWELL

Dedicated to the project which launched the first man-made object into space. This kit is perfect for level 3 certification.
Specifications: Length: 73" Dia.: 5.5" MMT: 54mm Wt: 8lb Recommended Motors: I211-6, J275-10, J415-10, KSS0-10

F2H4 BANSHEE

Whether you want to display it or fly it (with provided flight extension) this kit will bring a unique flavor to your collection.
Specifications: Length (with flight extension): 47.75" Span: 17.25" MMT: 29mm Wt: 2lb Recommended Motors: F80-5, G40-7, G80-7

SPACE PROBE 587

Inspired by a Von Braun design this unique kit is for those rocketeers who enjoy building as much flying.
Specifications: Length: 30.5" Dia.: 6" MMT: 29mm Wt: 2.5lb Recommended Motors: F80-5, G40-7, G80-7.